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To All Manufacturers,
Business Firms,
Advertising Agencies, etc.

March 1941

Gentlemen:

We take pleasure in announcing publication of a most interesting book

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS WAS A SPANISH JEW

and at the end of the book appears our interesting views as predicted in
the Holy Bible about THE ACTUAL WAR.

WHEN AND HOW THE ACTUAL WAR WILL END

This interesting story is published for the first time in world history -
short and complete with a 3 color fancy lithographed cover in magazine page
size for the low price of only 25 cents a copy. Enclosed is a copy of
this book for your inspection.

We have no doubt that every person, regardless of nationality and reli-
gious belief, will be interested in reading THE TRUTH about the discover-
ner of the New World, and will want to know how and when the actual terrible
war will end.

We decided to publish advertisements of manufacturers, merchants, banking
institutions, benevolent organizations, insurance companies, etc. directly
or through advertising agencies. The price for a full page advertisement
in this first issue of 10,000 copies in English will be $100; half page
$50.00, quarter page $25.00, and a fraction of a page at a low as $5.00 for a 4x6
inch space. The size of a full page is 8 x 10.

BACK DROPOUT COVER $150.00 EACH

Your advertisement in a book of such importance must bring best results
to your business enterprise, and will facilitate for us the enormous ex-
 pense for its publication and circulation all over the world.

After the appearance and distribution of the first 10,000 books in English
we will publish it in Spanish, Yiddish, Italian and other languages.
We hope that you will decide to contribute to our great work with an adver-
tisement in any size you wish, from $5.00 to $100. Enclosed is a return en-
velope in which you may enclose your order, as per the lower part of this

Thanking you for your co-operation, we are,

Very truly yours,

COLUMBUS PUBLISHING COMPANY

COLUMBUS PUBLISHING CO.

270 Lafayette St., Room 510

New York City

Date 194...

Gentlemen:

Please insert in the new book CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS WAS A SPANISH JEW

our advertisement per enclosed copy in space of ___ page inches

for the amount of $ ___________. Enclosed is our check to cover

Name of Firm or Organization

Address

City and State
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God created this world for the benefit of humanity. He created the heavens with all the planets; the atmosphere and its winds; water on earth; 14,000 square miles of water in oceans and rivers and 640,000 square miles of land for food, for grass, for trees; various kinds of grasses to feed the animals; and all kinds of food for the prolongation of human health and preservation of lives. He created animals with feelings for their multiplication only, and human beings for multiplication and civilization. He created them in pairs of males and females, loving each other as equal partners. The male to work hard and support his female partner; the female to produce the best quality of human beings.

These beings lived well, but their clothing grew on them, while human beings also born male, had clothes of all kinds differed from their parents and later by themselves. They must be able to produce and support themselves in a life of pleasure and satisfaction. All human beings are created with equal feelings.

Nobody knows what God created the world. Many scientists, astronomers and geologists think that the universe has been in existence over 2 billion years, while others believe that the world is only a few thousand years old. No matter when the world was created, we have reached civilization or we are still uneducated savages? The people of the old world of Europe, Asia and Africa, with a population of 2 billion human beings, do not know how old they are in the world, but we know that our new world is only 400 years old, dating from 1492 when this continent was discovered by the CRISTOBAL COLUMBUS.

When God created the universe, He created not only the old world, but also our new world for bringing to the old world, a new world would not be discovered. Why could no other person do what Columbus did? It was a question of his time, and we could try, to explain this little, but very important book.

The new world Columbus brought to the new world. Columbus always enjoyed his office, but his office could only do for his office. His office had the best of all the help of men from all parts of the Old World, which left their native countries because of the injustice, intolerance, persecution and financial perceptions of the rulers of the Old World.

Many human beings desire peace. No person can have peace in the midst of wars, battles, hatreds or airships by high explosives, made by the deadly-minded group, for destruction. These explosions alone will, we try to explain in this book, the importance of wars, and nothing remains to eliminate him from death.

Peace is the only way toward progress and civilization. It is the only way for the benefit of their children. Everybody must know the important story about the Old World, which is not our book, that free and peace, and to improve the world.

This was the reason that the Great American President JAMES MONROE proclaimed the MONT REAL CONCLUSION. Peace is the main idea of this famous book. Peace can be achieved by every American never to break the主密he from the minds of the Old World and to secure the democratic ideals of the people of the world. We can say thousands of miles away, and also in the same time, the VICTORY is ours.

The New World should be attacked great in our time, and the progress of the best of the Old World, before they could approach the shores of this continent. Peace in the only cause of the progress and civilization of the best of the Old World. The peace and freedom of America will be protected, and the United States, at the same price and without any amount of sacrifices of innocent men. peace would be carried into the manufacture of the most powerful weapons for human destruction.

They made forced murderers of their honest and peaceful inhabitants, instead of giving them a chance to be their property, but as a result of the great number of all kinds of human civilization and the rulers of such countries and their constitutions, severe laws and discipline. The consequence of such countries and their constitutions, severe laws and discipline. The consequence of such countries, with the aid of a large army and navy, made them the conquerors of all the other nations and peoples. They were the masters of all kinds of human beings. They took the freedom of the Old World and the other half spread over numerous countries of Central and South America. The latter are known as Latin American countries because their official language is Spanish, the United States and Canada are known as the North American countries, where the official language is English—the language spoken in thousand-millions of the other half.

The United States of America is in existence for only 130 years, and it is the most powerful country on earth. Its population of about half a million millions comes from the best of all the races of the Old World, which left their native countries because of the injustice, intolerance, persecution and financial perceptions of the rulers of the Old World.

Every human being desires peace. No person can enjoy peace in the midst of battles, hatreds or airships by high explosives, made by the ruthless-minded group, for destruction. These explosions alone will explain this little, but very important book.

The New World is a world of peace, no war remains to eliminate him from destruction. The New World is a world of peace, no war remains to eliminate him from destruction. The New World is a world of peace, no war remains to eliminate him from destruction.
WHO WAS COLUMBUS?

Five centuries ago, the New World awaited discovery by a brave people of the red race, but mostly unoccupied. Columbus was the first to make the momentous discovery of the New World, because no one dared to risk his life and the perilous voyage across the unknown ocean. Only 450 years ago was Cristobal Colon or Christopher Columbus, the man to discover the New World for a certain holy purpose.

His ambition to become a powerful ruler of the lands he might discover. He had no desires, because he was only a poor sailor, whose goal was to discover new lands.

God guided him in the steps that fulfilled his ideal, until he discovered the New World, which is at present connected with other parts of the Old World.

Since the discovery of the New World 450 years ago, no one has ascertained the true nationality of its discoverer.

Thousands of books were published during the past 450 years about Columbus, by various writers and historians. Some of them have become the greatest of the discoverer of the New World, by unsparing research and devotion to the cause. Among them is a book by MASTER OF THE SEAS AND THE CREATOR OF THE NEW WORLD.

For centuries, historians, believing that he was born in Genoa, called him CHRISTOPHER COLONUS THE GENOISE. Various genealogists have emulated in many parts of the world in memory of Christopher Colonus and his discovery.

Yet 1872 it was an established fact that he was born in Pisa, Italy, in 1451. The birthplace of Columbus was unknown until the year 1969.

JACOB COLON was born in Pisa, Italy, on May 31, 1451. His birth name was JOAO DE ALBUQUERQUE. He married Susanna Colon, the daughter of the famous Portuguese shipbuilder Fernão de Alburquerque. They had five children, including Christopher Columbus.

The Colon and Pintardos families rank high among the Jewish families of Spain and Portugal.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS

With the increasing of his family, Jacob Colon could not early enough to his family to the Holy Land for their support and future. He decided to move his business and family to the Holy Land for their safety. He emigrated to Genoa, the largest port city in Europe. During that time the capital of Liguria. The Latin language was chiefly spoken there. In the fact that many languages were used in the time of business it remained Genoa was a cosmopolitan city, populated by people of various nationalities. The harbor of Genoa was always full of vessels and caravans, that were traveling to all parts of the world.

Jaco Colon arrived in Genoa in 1456 and lived in 3 story house in No. 37 Via De Marconot, for the residence of his family. After 1460 he moved to another part of the city.

Knowing that the Jewish name JACOB would affect his business, the Genoese he changed his first name to DOMINIC.

As DOMINIC, he was able to handle his trade successfully.

According to the habits of the town, he was given the name DOMINICO COLONIS and conducted his banking transactions with the SANTA GEORGE BANG, the largest bank in town. Soon his wife Susannah and the 3 children assumed the name COLOMBO as their family name. The name of Cristobal was uncommon in Genoa and Cristobal became CRISTOFORO. Susanna learned woodcarving and helped her husband, while the children were sent to school where they learned Latin, but at home they preferred to speak Spanish.

After school hours, the children liked to play with their time in the backyard. Here they learned to handle the carvels, which traveled by power of sail. During in accordance with the winds and weather, Cristobal or Christopher, in his eagerness for Navigation, went fishing with his brothers and sometimes with the other members of the community. The opportunity to examine the maps sailed, gave insight to the Spanish governors. So, Cristobal undertook this enterprise, and not only become proficient in map making, but also the leader of the expedition.

Death of Domingue Colon

In 1469, 34 years old, of the family, contracted a sickness that caused him to leave his wife, and his family. He was overcome by his grief, liquidated his husband's business, and left with his 3 year old daughter. She settled in the important city of CORDOVA and stayed there with her mother, their house was not big enough for their existence.

At that time, there were other areas in any other part of the world, the Jews were hated by the Gentiles and expelled from the city of Cordova. Christopher, her older brother, never told her her own Jewish faith knowing that there was little opportunity for Jews. Susanna was a low black woman with a white crescent over her dress, to avoid suspicion of her Jewish heritage.

Her son, aged 15, 13 and 11, decided to help his poor mother to her mother. The son of the family from the PINTADO, a Jewish resident of Pontedera Spins, since his young days was a good worker. He helped his older brother, and after the death of the family PARTOSA in 1467 in Pontedera. They had 3 sons BARTOLOME, CRISTOBAL and DIego.

In 1492, Christopher Columbus was born in New World, and this was the momentous discovery of the New World, because no one dared to risk his life and the perilous voyage across the unknown ocean. Only 450 years ago was Cristobal Colon or Christopher Columbus, the man to discover the New World for a certain holy purpose.